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About This Game

We warned you!

Whether you are drawn to Gloomhaven by the call of adventure or by the call of gold glimmering in the dark, your fate will
surely be the same. Flaming Fowl and Asmodee Digital have teamed up to make you once again live through the epic journey of

Gloomhaven… digitally!
Our development minions are working hard so that you can discover or rediscover this one of a kind tactical, turn-based RPG.

In this rogue-like dungeon-crawling adaptation of the famous board game, you will journey through terrifying randomly
generated dungeons, fight against increasingly horrific and powerful foes…or die trying.
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The art of dungeon-crawling:

Our game designers are channelling Gloomhaven’s quintessential spirit day after day: deep tactical mechanics, battle
preparations… and also dying.

In Gloomhaven, you play as a team of mercenaries on their own personal quests to go conquer a world of darkness and trials.
Choose your group members wisely, because in the turmoil of battle you can only rely on your wits, skills and spells, to fight

your way through the putrid dungeons and forgotten ruins.
If you survive your perilous journeys, you might have the opportunity to expand your team, improve your spells or fill your coin

purse. You’ll need these things to overcome the hordes of malicious beasts, demons, and whatever else may find itself in your
path towards victory and domination of all. No decision should ever be made lightly, so choose with caution!

Features:

Discover the digital adaptation of Isaac Childres’ ultimate strategic board game.

Face countless enemies in the dungeons of this turn-based rogue-like game with addictive and tactical gameplay.

A huge variety of hero classes are available so that you can create your own custom group of formidable champions!

Each hero class may be played in various ways. Do you prefer the Cragheart to be soaking up damages on the frontline
or crushing your enemies in a crater? It’s up to you to choose your specialty.

Don’t forget to consider all of your characters’ skills to create a truly epic team!
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Also, please do not feed the development minions after midnight. Who knows what could happen?
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Title: Gloomhaven
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Flaming Fowl Studios
Publisher:
Asmodee Digital
Release Date: Summer 2019
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English
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BLOCKPOST New Year's Update!:
Once again, we welcome all our players. On the eve of the new year, we have prepared a new thematic update in game. As befits
the holidays, this update include a small present for each of our players. The details of the update are available below:

1. Added two new game modes - "Freeze Tag" and pistol mode respectively.

2. Added two new themed costumes for the character, one of them is available for free to any player as a gift, you can pick it up
in the game store.

3. Added "New Year" and "Winter" cases. One New Year's case and key we give to all players as a gift too. You can pick up
your present in the tasks section of the game.

4. We have carried out a significant reworking of the anticheat system and will try not to rest on our laurels. By the current
moment, the anticheat has blocked more than 1500 accounts of violators.

5. We have tried to fix technical problems in the game related to the freezes and incorrect work of the posteffects.

Work on the project continues. Thanks to our users for their feedback and support. Good luck to all and Happy New Year!. 
First news about updates in game!:
Hello there. Since the release of our project in Steam Early Access we managed to make dozens of large and small edits in the
game. And we would like to collect all the information in one news and tell to our players about it. Details in below:

1. Added 3 new regions for game servers, also we are considering options with remaining regions of the world.

2. Added support for external translation files and already integrated 2 user translation of the game from our players.

3. Fixed bug with accounting of kills from a spade, to complete the specialized tasks.

4. Fixed translation of user servers control menu.

5. In the craft section added display identifier (uid) of items that you would like to exchange.

6. Fixed bug with players respawn destruction and player's hanging in the air during next respawn.

7. Implemented voted system to kick unscrupulous users from the game server. The current implementation is not final, work in
progress. We are open to suggestions.

8. In honor of Halloween, added the task for a thematic case. One key and a case everyone can get for free, hurry to pick up
your gift in the tasks section of the game.

9. Added two new Halloween themed skins, one of which is also available for free to everyone, you can pick it up in the game
store.

Thank you all for your feedback and support. Good Luck! 
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